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Time Dependence of Switching Between Polymerization and Editing Mode
DNA Binding by Klenow Polymerase
Hiromi S. Brown, Vince J. LiCata.
Klenow polymerase is the large fragment of DNA polymerase I from E. coli. Kle-
nowpossesses 5’-3’ polymerase and intrinsic 3’-5’ exonuclease activitieswith two
distinct active sites that are located ~30 angstroms apart. DuringDNA replication,
proofreadingactivityenhances replicationfidelityby excisingmisincorporatednu-
cleotides fromthe3’ endofprimer strand.Thefirst stepof theproofreadingprocess
is sending the 3’-primer terminus to the proofreading site, which requires separa-
tion of the primer terminus from the template strand. Here we examined the bind-
ing of Klenow to matched and mismatched primed-template DNA (pt-DNA) by
monitoring the steady state fluorescence intensity change of a single 2-aminopur-
ine base site-specifically substituted in the template strandwithin the duplexpart of
pt-DNA. The changes in fluorescence intensity allow us to follow shuttling of the
primer terminus between the polymerization and proofreading sites. We have
found that partitioning of the primer between the two active sites depends on: 1)
the number of mismatched bases at the primer-template junction, 2) the presence
or absence of divalent ions, 3) the type of divalent ions, and 4) the time in the pres-
enceof thedivalent ions.Asignificant timedependenceof thepartitioningbetween
the two siteswas observedwith thematched and singlemismatched pt-DNA in the
presence ofMg2þ. The slowkinetic dependenceof the primerpartitioning between
the polymerization and proofreading sites in Klenow polymerase helps explain
previous conflicting reports of the equilibrium partitioning between sites.
394-Pos Board B194
Developing a Synthetic Mimic of Promoter Searching by RNA Polymerase
Erika Cline, Ming-Hsin Li, Shi Yu, Seung-Ho Jung, Seok Ki Choi,
Neha Kaul, Edgar Meyhofer, Nicholas A. Kotov, James R. Baker, Jr., L.
Jay Guo, Ronald G. Larson, Nils G. Walter.
In order to initiate transcription, RNA polymerase first has to find its promoter se-
quence on a potentially very long, entangled, genomicDNA template. It is thought
that RNA polymerase and other enzymes bind DNA randomly and then search for
their specific recognition sites via one-dimensional diffusion, sliding or hopping
along the DNA. For the enzyme to diffuse along the DNA efficiently, it must be
associated only loosely and non-specifically, in part by electrostatic interactions
between positive charges in its DNA binding cleft and the negative charges along
the DNA backbone. To determine how physical and chemical properties such as
surface charge density, shape, size, and hydrogen bonding capacity affect the
one-dimensional diffusion of enzymes along a DNA template, we have replaced
both componentswith variousbiological andnon-biological substitutes possessing
similar properties and are observing their interaction by total internal reflection
fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) at the single molecule level. In particular, we
have used either positively charged dendrimers or organic nanoparticles and mi-
crotubules, highly negatively charged biological fibers, as electrostatic substitutes
for the polymerase and DNA, respectively. The long-term goal of this project is to
replace the enzyme, DNA, and recognition site with synthetic components pos-
sessing physical and chemical properties thatmay be systematically altered.Bydi-
rectly observing the interaction between the synthetic polymerase and DNA
analogs in real-time, and characterizing the effect of various properties on their in-
teraction,wewill not only learnmore about the process of promoter searching, but
we will gain predictive power over whether two synthetic particles can interact in
a biological fashion. Ultimately, our work will lead to insights into biomedically
relevant processes like DNA transcription, replication, repair, and modification.
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Quantitative Determination of Oct4-Sox2 Heterodimer Formation with
Nanog Promoter Element
Tapan Kumar Mistri, Chen Sok Lam, Wibowo Arindrarto, David Rodda,
Yong Hwee Foo, Wei Ping Ng, Sohail Ahmed, Paul Robson,
Thorsten Wohland.
Oct4 and Sox2 are key transcription factors (TFs) essential for maintaining pluripo-
tency as well as the self-renewal ability of embryonic stem cells (ESC). Oct4 and
Sox2 have been previously described to synergistically control pluripotent-specific
expression of a number of genes. It has already been reported that Oct4 and Sox2 co-
operativelybindwith anoct-soxcis-regulatoryelement and thereby regulates the tran-
scription of a number of important target genes such as Fgf4, Oct4, Nanog and Sox2.
Presently, there is no quantitative assay characterizing the cooperative regulation of
the TF complex. In this study, we focus on a quantitative investigation regarding
the binding pathway of ternary complex formation and how the cooperativity works.
Weareusinga combinationof biophysical (eg. single-wavelengthfluorescence cross-
correlation spectroscopy) and biochemical assays to confirm the functionality of our
protein constructs and to demonstrate that Sox2 has a crucial role in helping Oct4 to
bind to the oct-sox elementwhereasOct4 does not promote Sox2 binding.We further
establish thatOct4 andSox2are only able to formaheterodimer in the presence of the
oct-sox element and do not interact without DNA. Such quantitative measurementswill provide deeper insight into the Oc4-Sox2 regulatory network and move us to-
wards a systems level understanding of the regulation of pluripotency.
DNA Structure & Conformation
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Millisecond-Sub-Piconewton Force Steps Reveal the Kinetics of DNA
Overstretching
Pasquale Bianco, Lorenzo Bongini, Luca Melli, Mario Dolfi,
Vincenzo Lombardi.
Until now the structure, kinetics and energetics of the transition from the basic con-
formation of ds-DNA (B state) to the 1.7 times longer and partially unwound con-
formation (S state) have not been defined. The force-extension relation of the ds-
DNAofl-phage ismeasuredherewith unprecedented resolution using a dual laser
optical tweezers that can impose millisecond steps in force of 0.5-2 pN via beads
attached to opposite strands of the molecule (temperature 25 C). This approach
reveals the kinetics of the transition between intermediate states of ds-DNA and
uncovers the load-dependence of the rate constant of the unitary reaction step.
We show that (1) the elongation (DL) following the force step imposed on themol-
ecule in the region of overstretching transition has an exponential time coursewith
a rate constant (r) that depends solely on the force attained by the step (F) ; (2) r is
related to the extent of elongationDL0 through a power equation that is linearized
by double log transformation. The size of the force step does not affect the slope
(0.6) of the linearized relation, but shifts its vertical position. These results indicate
that r is not related to viscous resistence to elongation-untwisting of the molecule,
but only to the kinetics of a two-state reaction and explain the absence of hysteresis
in the force-extension relation at equilibrium.
Supported by Ente Cassa di Risparmio di Firenze.
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Overstretching DNA at 65 pN does Not Require Peeling from Free Ends
or Nicks
Daniel H. Paik.
DNA exhibits a remarkable mechanical transition where its extension increases
by 70% at 65 pN. Notwithstanding more than a decade of experimental and the-
oretical studies, there remains significant debate on the nature of overstretched
DNA. We developed a topologically closed but rotationally unconstrained
DNA assay, which contains no nicks or free ends. DNA in this assay exhibited
the canonical overstretching transition at 65 pN but without hysteresis upon re-
traction (v_stage = 5 mm/s). Introduction of a controlled nick led to hysteresis in
the force-extension curve. Moreover, the degree of hysteresis increased with the
number of nicks.Hence, the generation of single strandedDNA from free ends or
nicks is not an obligatory step in overstretching DNA, but rather a consequence.
398-Pos Board B198
Sequence Dependent Structural Transition of Short DNA by Tensile Force
Hongxia Fu, Hu Chen, Jie Yan.
B-S transition and DNA strand unpeeling transition, both occurring in a narrow
force range near 65 piconewtons. Previous studies based on stretching DNA of
a fewmicro-meters long (or longer) have revealed that the two transitions are dis-
tinct in transition kinetics, and the balance between them is sensitive to factors that
affect DNA base pair stability. Further understanding of the transitions poses
a challenge due to insufficient signal-to-noise ratio, difficulty in controlling the se-
quence, and the often presence of nicks when a long DNA is stretched. Here, by
stretching short DNA of only a few hundred base pairs using amagnetic tweezers,
a dramatic distinction in dynamics between the two transitions was revealed with
a spatial resolutionof a fewnanometers and a temporal resolutionof around10ms.
In the unpeeling transition, stepwise extension change was observed, consistent
with sequence-defined barriers in the strand unpeeling process. In the B-S transi-
tion, sequence-independent noise-like extension changewas observed, suggesting
that the transition does not require crossing significant energy barriers. Most im-
portantly, we show that a nick-free DNA that undergoes the strand unpeeling tran-
sition can be switched to B-S transition under the same solution conditions when
its two ends are blocked but the DNA remains torsion unconstrained.
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Twist, Stretch and Melt: Quantifying How DNA Complies to Tension
Peter Gross, Niels Laurens, Lene Oddershede, Ulrich Bockelmann,
Gijs J. Wuite, Erwin J. Peterman.
Central biological processes involve continuous mechanical manipulation of
DNA. In cells, DNA is constantly twisted, bended and stretched by numerous
proteins mediating genome compaction, gene regulation, expression, and DNA
repair. Consequently, to understand these processes, it is imperative to have an
in-depth understanding of how DNA complies to mechanical stress. The helical
structure and the sequence of DNA, two physical features that have a strong
impact on protein-DNA interactions, are not incorporated in the current
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force-extension measurements with a novel structure-guided model for DNA
elasticity, the twistable worm like chain model. This analytical description in-
corporates the essential physical characteristics of DNA, including how its hel-
icity depends on extension. In addition, at forces exceeding ~65 pN, when DNA
overstretches and melts, our experimental assay exposes rich features that can
be fully attributed to the underlying base sequence. An equilibrium thermody-
namic model is presented that quantitatively captures this melting behaviour
solely based on the knowledge of DNA sequence and elasticity. These results
offer a new standard description for the mechanics of DNA and enable deeper
quantitative insight into the physical interactions of DNA-associated proteins.
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Underwound DNA Under Tension: Structure, Elasticity and Sequence-De-
pendent Behavior
Maxim Sheinin, Scott Forth, John F. Marko, Michelle D. Wang.
Torque-induced separation of DNA strands plays an important role in a wide va-
riety of cellular processes, such as transcription and replication. In the present
work, we investigate mechanical properties of torsionally-melted DNA at the
single-molecule level using an angular optical trap. While applying a constant
tension to the DNAmolecule, we simultaneously measure the extension change
and torque as theDNA is being underwoundup to and beyond the endof themelt-
ing phase transition.We find torsionally-meltedDNA to be left-handed and flex-
ible to bending, but with a relatively high torsional resilience. It is shown that our
data can be incorporated into the recent DNA phase transition model. We have
alsodiscovered that at biologically relevant lowforces, sequencehas a significant
impact on the underwound DNA properties. Implications of our findings for the
global DNA force-torque phase diagram are discussed.
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Sequence Dependent Structural Transitions in DNA Induced by Torque
Florian C. Oberstrass, Louis Fernandes, Zev Bryant.
B-DNA becomes unstable under superhelical stress and is able to adopt a wide
range of alternative conformations including Z-DNA, cruciforms, and strand-
separated DNA. Localized sequence-dependent destabilization of superhelical
DNA is thought to be important for the regulation of biological processes re-
quiring strand separation, such as transcription and replication initiation. To di-
rectly probe the effect of sequence on structural transitions driven by torque, we
have measured the torsional response of a panel of DNA sequences using newly
developed extensions of the rotor bead tracking assay1. In these assays, a sub-
micron rotor bead is employed as a rotational probe attached to the side of a sin-
gle stretched DNA molecule. Plots of torque as a function of twist show clear
signatures of sequence-dependent cooperative structural transitions. Our results
shed new light on the structure and stability of mismatched DNA sequences as
well as the torsional properties of replication origins.
1. Bryant, Z. et al. Nature Vol. 424 338-41 (2003).
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Insights Into Sequence Dependent Effects on DNA Elasticity Using Single
Molecule Techniques
Krishnan Raghunathan, Yih-Fan Chen, Joshua Milstein, Benjamin Juliar,
Justin Blaty, Jens-Christian Meiners.
The mechanical properties of DNA play an important role in regulating gene
expression within a cell. Sequence does not only code, but also affects struc-
tural properties of the DNA. These variations can change the intrinsic curvature
and the stiffness of the DNA. To study the effect of sequence on elasticity, it
must be decoupled from curvature effects. For this aim, we designed two
DNA constructs with similar curvature but different sequences and measured
their elasticity in single-molecule stretching experiments with optical tweezers.
We report substantial differences in their persistence length. We complement
these experiments with studies on the effect of these differences in elasticity
on protein-mediated DNA looping as a means of transcriptional control, using
the Lac repressor as a model system.
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Stretching Poly(A) to Investigate Elastic Behavior at Low Ionic Strength
Bennett S. Kalafut, Koen Visscher.
In addition to serving as thegenetic template for protein synthesis in the ribosome,
RNA folds in sequence-dependentways to form structures that have regulatory or
catalytic functions. Homopolymeric polyadenylic acid (poly(A))is known to
form, due to base-stacking, single-stranded helices in solutionswith ionic strength
high enough to screen the self-repulsion of RNA’s negatively charged backbone
(e.g. 500 mM Naþ), giving it elastic properties different than those of a random
RNA sequence. Understanding the behavior of these helical sequences is neces-
sary, for example, to in turn understand the folding of A-rich regions of ribos-
witches or the binding of poly(A) binding protein to mRNA’s poly(A) tail.When stretched using optical tweezers, well-screened poly(A) shows a clear
helix-coil transition, manifested as a shoulder or plateau on the force-extension
curve. By stretching poly(A) to sufficiently high force in low ionic strength so-
lutions, we can probe the relative strengths of backbone repulsion and base
stacking and moreover investigate the role of possible tight or diffuse binding
of di- and polyvalent cations, thus furthering our understanding of helix forma-
tion in poly(A) sequences.
We have found that the helix-coil transition is less distinct at 100 mMNaþ than
at 500 mM Naþ and totally absent at 10 mM Naþ. These results and their im-
plications, and additionally the effect of the divalent cation Mgþþ on elasticity
of poly(A), will be presented.
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Probing DNA Stiffness with Magnetic Tweezers
Qing Shao, Sachin Goyal, Laura Finzi, David D. Dunlap.
The exceptional stiffness ofDNA is routinely attributed to base stacking and repul-
sion between neighboring, negatively charged phosphates. Furthermore, well es-
tablished biochemistry and recent single molecule experiments show that small,
charged molecules and intercalating agents can dramatically alter the pitch and
twist of the double helix. It is very likely that cells andmacromolecular complexes
have evolved to influence these phenomena in order to alter the flexibility of DNA
to efficiently catalyzeDNA transactions. Inorder to gain insight into howcellsma-
nipulate DNA efficiently, a quantitative understanding of DNA elasticity is neces-
sary. Using magnetic tweezers to twist and stretch single DNA molecules,
experiments were performed to probe the parameters of DNA stiffness. Although
this technique is exquisitely sensitive and permits broad exploration of twist versus
extension data, accuratemodelswithwhich to interpret the stiffness parameters are
critical. In particular, the knee point of the DNA extension versus twist curve,
which is sensitive toboth thebendingand torsional rigidity of themolecule, is a sig-
nature, which ifmodeled accuratelymight give insight into how base stacking and
electrostatics contribute to DNA stiffness. Our experiments showed that diamino-
purine substitution for adenine, which adds an additional hydrogen bond to AT
base pairs, stiffens DNA by about 50% without significantly changing the knee
point. Instead adding lowmolecular weight polycations such as spermine or sper-
midine to the solution appeared to softenDNAand promote plectoneme formation
at lower values of torsion. Thus base pair stability and, implicitly, stacking seem to
have affected only the DNA elasticitywhile charge neutralization also favored the
conversion of excess twist into writhe.
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Synthesis and Single-Molecule Characterization of a DNA Hairpin
Construct Based on the TAR RNA Sequence
Catherine A. Dietrich, Xiaowen Wang, Micah J. McCauley,
Mark C. Williams, Megan E. Nu´n˜ez.
Optical tweezers are used to examine the folding and unfolding of single mol-
ecules, revealing the effects of force, ionic strength, proteins, and small mole-
cules on the kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of bimolecular stability.
Here, we examine a DNA hairpin construct related to the trans-activation
responsive region (TAR) RNA sequence of HIV-1. In an optical tweezers
experiment, a bead at one end of a duplex DNA assembly is attached to a mi-
cropipette, while a bead at the other end is held in an optical trap, thus allowing
investigators to relate picoNewton forces necessary to unfold the DNA with
corresponding nanometer changes in length. Force extension/relaxation data
are used to elucidate DNA folding and unfolding processes.
Our DNA construct design contains a central hairpin structure with long dou-
ble-stranded "handles" attached to both the 3’ and 5’ end of the hairpin. The
DNA ‘‘handles’’, each approximately 3 kb in length, were synthesized by
PCR using biotin- and digoxigenin-labeled primers that serve to attach the final
construct to 5 mm-diameter beads for use with the optical tweezers. The smaller
central hairpin sequence was obtained via solid-phase organic synthesis. After
purification and assembly with a linker oligonucleotide, the 5’ handle and the
hairpin structure were ligated together and purified by agarose gel electropho-
resis. This product was then ligated to the 3’ handle and again purified. Individ-
ual molecules of the final hairpin construct, approximately 6 kb in length, were
bound to streptavidin or anti-digoxigenin-labeled beads and their unfolding be-
havior was studied using optical tweezers.
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Single Molecule FRETMicroscopy of Immobilized DNAMolecules: Keep-
ing Track of Dye Integrity and Stoichiometry
Victoria Birkedal, Asger C. Kru¨ger, Flemming Besenbacher.
Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) at the single molecule level
is a powerful technique for studying conformational changes of biomolecules.
Dual color excitation schemes help sorting the single molecule data and quan-
tifying FRET efficiencies within a single molecule. Here, we compare several
data analysis methods for accurate FRET measurements and for discriminating
